Nonlinear dependence of loading intensity and cycle number in the maintenance of bone mass and morphology.
The daily stress stimulus theory of bone adaptation was formulated to describe the loading conditions necessary to maintain bone mass. This theory identifies stress/strain magnitude and loading cycle number as sufficient to define an appropriate maintenance loading signal. Here, we extend the range over which loading cycle number has been evaluated to determine whether the daily stress stimulus theory can be applied to conditions of very high numbers of loading cycles at very low strain magnitudes. The ability of a relatively high-frequency (30-Hz) and moderate-duration (60-minute) loading regimen to maintain bone mass in a turkey ulna model of disuse osteopenia was evaluated by correlating the applied strain distributions to site-specific remodeling activity. Changes in morphology were investigated following 8 weeks of disuse compared with disuse plus daily exposure to 108,000 applied loading cycles sufficient to induce peak strains of approximately 100 microstrain. A strong correlation was observed between the preservation of bone mass and longitudinal normal strain (R = 0.91) (p < 0.01). The results confirm the strong antiresorptive influence of mechanical loading and identify a threshold near 70 microstrain for a daily loading cycle regimen of approximately 100,000 strain cycles. These results are not consistent with the daily stress stimulus theory and suggest that the frequency or strain rate associated with the loading stimulus must also play a critical role in the mechanism by which bone responds to mechanical strain.